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Abstract
The with statement in JavaScript makes static analysis of JavaScript
applications difficult by introducing a new scope at run time and
thus invalidating lexical scoping. Therefore, many static ap-
proaches to JavaScript program analysis and the strict mode of
ECMAScript 5 simply disallow the with statement. To justify
exclusion of the with statement, we should better understand the
actual usage patterns of the with statement.

In this paper, we present the usage patterns of the with state-
ment in real-world JavaScript applications currently used in the 898
most popular web sites. We investigate whether we can rewrite the
with statements in each pattern to other statements not using the
with statement. We show that we can rewrite all the static occur-
rences of the with statement that do not have any dynamic code
generating functions. Even though the rewriting process is not ap-
plicable to any dynamically generated with statements, our results
are still promising. Because all the static approaches that disallow
the with statement also disallow dynamic code generation, such
static approaches can allow the with statement using our rewrit-
ing process. We formally present our rewriting strategy, provide its
implementation, and show its faithfulness using extensive testing.
We believe that removing with statements will simplify JavaScript
program analysis designs without considering dynamic scope in-
troduction while imposing fewer syntactic restrictions.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.3.3 [Programming Lan-
guages]: Language Constructs and Features

General Terms Languages, Experimentation

Keywords JavaScript, with statements, rewritability, static anal-
ysis

1. Introduction
JavaScript is the most dominant programming language in web
applications. According to Richards et al. [23], all the 100 most
popular web sites used JavaScript and among the 10,000 sites,
89% of them used it. JavaScript has many dynamic features to
provide users with convenient ways to change program states at
run time such as adding or deleting members of objects, changing
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object hierarchies, dynamically generated code execution using the
eval function, and dynamic scope introduction using the with
statement.

However, the flexibility makes it difficult to predict behaviors
of JavaScript programs, which often leads to error-prone programs
or targets of security attacks. The vulnerability of JavaScript ap-
plications [11] and analysis mechanisms [17, 18, 21] has been re-
ported, and better analyses of JavaScript applications for more reli-
able programs become very important. Recently, researchers have
proposed type systems [1, 10, 26], static analyses [8, 13, 14], and
combinations of static and dynamic analyses [2, 17] for JavaScript.
Also, web service companies constrain web application developers
from using specific dynamic features of JavaScript for better anal-
ysis [3, 6].

While understanding actual behaviors of JavaScript programs
is critical to support better analysis, researchers have not yet per-
formed extensive empirical studies on the usage patterns of dy-
namic features in JavaScript. Richards et al. [23, 24] recently con-
ducted a large-scale survey on dynamic behaviors of JavaScript ap-
plications and the usage patterns of the notorious eval function.
They provide empirical data to show or, rather, falsify the common
assumptions found in the literature that the eval function is hardly
used or that deleting object members rarely happens. We believe
that their empirical data fertilize JavaScript research by supporting
reasonable assumptions, dismissing unrealistic assumptions, and
stimulating new directions of research [12].

Inspired by Richards et al., we performed an empirical study
on the usage patterns of the with statement, which is another
notorious dynamic feature of the JavaScript language. Even though
the with statement has been considered harmful, its actual behavior
has not been studied yet. Most researchers [1, 7, 10, 21, 25, 26]
leave out the with statement in their consideration, and web service
companies [3, 6] require developers use only their sub-languages
that do not include the with statement. Even for the works that
include the with statement [9, 13, 17, 27], most of them do not
support the full generality of the with statement.

In this paper, we provide empirical data for with statements
used in real-world JavaScript applications. We have collected
JavaScript code from the 898 most popular web sites and ana-
lyzed the code to show how the with statements are actually being
used in practice. This data will help reflect the real-world usage of
JavaScript in designing and developing JavaScript program anal-
yses. Also, we categorize the usage of with statements into six
patterns and check whether we can rewrite the occurrences of the
with statement in each usage pattern into other code without using
the with statement.

Furthermore, we formally present our rewriting strategy dealing
with a variety of tricky semantics in JavaScript and provide its
implementation. A stand-alone version is available at:
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http://plrg.kaist.ac.kr/research/software

and another implementation as a built-in module of a JavaScript
analysis framework, SAFE [15], is available at:

http://plrg.kaist.ac.kr/research/SAFE

The rewritability of the with statement is important because if the
rewriting is possible, we can apply many static analyses that are
only applicable to programs without the with statement to more
JavaScript programs that use the with statement. While a prior
work [9] describes a similar idea of the with desugaring to a core
calculus with a different semantic model from JavaScript that does
not have scope objects, our work is the first to formally present the
with desugaring to the full JavaScript language. Therefore, our
rewriting strategy is directly applicable to any existing JavaScript
frameworks.

In this paper, we present various aspects of the with statement.
Section 2 gives an overview of the with statement including its
syntax and semantics. We show our analysis result of the usage
patterns of the with statement in real-world applications in Sec-
tion 3. In Section 4, we describe our rewriting strategy to remove
the occurrences of the with statement, discuss the application of
the rewriting, and check the rewritability of the with statement in
each usage pattern. We discuss the related work in Section 5 and
conclude in Section 6.

2. The with Statement in JavaScript
In this section, we informally describe the syntax and semantics of
the with statement using the JavaScript scope model, explore the
good parts and bad parts of it, and briefly describe its rewritability.

2.1 Syntax and Semantics
The ECMAScript language standard [5] defines the syntax and se-
mantics of full JavaScript. The syntax of the with statement is as
follows:

with(exp) stmt

where exp is an expression and stmt is a statement, possibly a list
of statements enclosed by curly braces. We call stmt “the body” of
the with statement.

The semantics of the with statement is as follows: first, exp
evaluates to a JavaScript object and the object is added to the
front of the current scope chain. Throughout the paper, we call
the evaluated scope object given to the with statement “the with

object.” Then, all the properties1 in the with object become local
variables in the body of the with statement. After evaluating the
body of the with statement, the current scope chain removes the
added with object and reverts to the original scope chain outside
the with statement.

In the following subsections, we briefly introduce the JavaScript
scope model and explain both the main useful usage pattern and the
harmful examples of the with statement.

2.2 JavaScript Scope Model
A scope model in JavaScript is unconventional with the mixture
of lexical and dynamic scoping. The ECMAScript fifth edition [5]
refers to a scope as a lexical environment, which consists of two
fields: an environment record and an outer link to point to its parent
scope. In JavaScript, only four language constructs introduce new
scopes when they are executed: JavaScript programs, function
declarations, catch statements, and with statements.

1 In JavaScript, any field or method of an object is called a property of the
object.

*OER : object environment record
*DER : declarative environment record

⇒ Lexical environment introduced by
the program (global scope) in Figure 2

⇒ Lexical environment introduced
by the function fun1

⇒ Lexical environment introduced
by the with statement in fun1

Figure 1: Scope chain when the with statement is executed in the
program of Figure 2

Interestingly, lexical environments (scopes) introduced by them
have different environment records. The lexical environment intro-
duced by a function declaration or a catch statement has a declar-
ative environment record, which has binding information from vari-
ables to values determined by syntactic structures. On the contrary,
a program and a with statement create object environment records,
which have binding objects treated as normal objects in JavaScript.
Hence, variable look-ups in object environment records follow the
prototype chains of binding objects just as the property look-up
mechanism for JavaScript objects. Given that JavaScript programs
may add or delete object members and change prototype hierar-
chies dynamically, any formalization or analysis of JavaScript pro-
grams should consider such high dynamic features when it deals
with the JavaScript scope model.

Figure 1 shows a scope chain when the with statement within
the program in Figure 2 is executed with any function call of fun1.
Because the global scope is always the outermost scope in a scope
chain, even though a global scope also has a scope object, the with
statement is the only statement that introduces a scope dynamically
in JavaScript. Therefore, removing the with statement by rewriting
it to other statements will relieve the burden of dynamic scope
manipulation, which enables researchers to use more conventional
lexical scoping.

2.3 The Original Intention
As Crockford describes in his blog posting [4], the original inten-
tion of the with statement is to provide a convenient way to de-
velop dynamically changing web contents in JavaScript. Consider
the following simple example:

document.body.children[0].style.textAlign="center";

The example shows a common usage pattern in JavaScript code
found in many web sites to dynamically manipulate DOM2 objects.
The document represents the whole HTML document containing
the JavaScript code and we can access the DOM object represented
by the first tag in the body tag of the HTML document using
document.body.children[0]. By changing the values of the
various fields in the style attribute of the DOM object, we can
change the display format of the contents within the corresponding

2 DOM is a shorthand for Document Object Model which represents an
HTML document as a tree form. For more information, see http://www.
w3.org/DOM/
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function fun1(obj) {
var localvar1=0;
with(obj)

localvar1=one;
}

var obj1={one:1}, obj2={two:2};
var obj3={localvar1:3, one:1};

fun1(obj1);
fun1(obj2);
fun1(obj3);

Figure 2: JavaScript program that is difficult to analyze due to the
with statement

tag of the HTML document. The example code aligns the displayed
text at the center.

The example shows that accessing multiple fields in an ob-
ject is a common practice in JavaScript and the long field ac-
cess is not convenient. For example, if we change the display
format further by changing the width property of the style at-
tribute, we have to type or copy-and-paste the long object name
document.body.children[0].style repeatedly, which is te-
dious and error prone.

In contrast, if we use the with statement, we can avoid using
such a long text as follows:

with(document.body.children[0].style) {
textAlign="center";
width=200;

}

Instead of using long object accesses multiple times, the with
statement enables us to use just the property names in the body
of the with statement by specifying the with object just once in
parentheses. By doing so, we can simplify the code and improve
its readability.

2.4 Deprecation of the with Statement
While the ECMAScript 5th edition still includes the with state-
ment for backward compatibility, it forbids with in strict mode.
Whether to include the with statement in the next version of EC-
MAScript is controversial, but its deprecators raise two main issues.
The first issue is the performance overhead caused by a new scope
introduction and additional scope lookups for variable references
in the body of the with statement. The second issue is that the
with statement makes static analysis particularly hard. Since the
performance issue is not the main point of this paper, we focus on
the second issue.

Consider the JavaScript program using the with statement in
Figure 2. The fun1 function takes one parameter, obj, and assigns
the value of the variable one to localvar1 within the with state-
ment under the new scope introduced by it. In the program, the
fun1 function is called three times with three different argument
objects, obj1, obj2, and obj3, respectively, and shows a differ-
ent behavior for each function call. At the first call, the argument
obj1 has the one property, which becomes a local variable within
the with statement of the fun1 function. Hence, the local variable
localvar1 in fun1 gets the value of the one property in the obj1
object.

At the second call, however, accessing the variable one within
the with statement causes a run-time error since the argument obj2
does not have the one property and accessing undeclared variables
is a run-time error in JavaScript. At the third call, the argument

obj3 has a property localvar1, which has the same name as the
local variable in fun1. In this case, the name localvar1 in the
body of the with statement refers to the property of the obj3 object
and thus the value of the localvar1 property of obj3 gets changed
as the result of the function call.

To see how the with statement makes it hard to statically ana-
lyze JavaScript programs, consider statically detecting undeclared
variable accesses in Figure 2. If there were only lexical scoping, it
would be easy to detect that the variable access one in fun1 is an
undeclared variable access. However, as shown above, the access
could be legal or illegal depending on the argument of the func-
tion call. To correctly analyze such programs, an analyzer should
keep track of the arguments for every function call, which makes
the analysis complicated or impossible.

As another example of static analysis, let us assume that we
want to guarantee that no JavaScript programs modify the values
of some specific variables for security. However, as shown with the
third call of the fun1 function, modified variables in a with state-
ment would be different for each function call and it is impossible
to figure out which variables are modified within the with state-
ment just by looking at the code, unless we completely know which
properties are in the with object. Therefore, with statements are
usually unsupported in static analyses.

2.5 Rewritability of the with Statement
Given the arguments to deprecate the with statement and the fact
that the commercially used sub-languages of JavaScript [3, 6] disal-
low the with statement, it is natural to ask the following question:
“Is it possible to remove the with statement by rewriting it to other
language constructs?” If it is possible, it would be unnecessary to
worry about the problems caused by the with statement and we do
not need to disallow the with statement in any sub-languages of
JavaScript.

In fact, if we use the with statement only for its intended uses,
which is to avoid repeated occurrences of long accesses, it is easy
to rewrite with to other language constructs. To illustrate this, let’s
revisit the example in Section 2.3:

with(document.body.children[0].style) {
textAlign="center";
width=200;

}

This code can be rewritten to the following semantically equivalent
code if users already know the property list of the with object:

var v=document.body.children[0].style;
v.textAlign="center";
v.width=200;

which does not use with but uses an additional variable declaration
and the explicit field accesses. While preserving the semantics,
programmers can still avoid repeated occurrences of long object
accesses without using the with statement.

With this observation, our research started from the following
question:

“Are there any usage patterns of the with statement which
cannot be rewritten to other constructs without using with?”

We were curious whether we can eliminate all the occurrences of
with in real-world applications by rewriting them. In the next
sections, we present the real-world usage patterns of the with
statement and discuss their rewritability.
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3. Real-World Usage Patterns of the with
Statement

This section describes our methodology to survey on with state-
ments and gives the survey result answering such questions as how
much and in which patterns with is used in reality.

3.1 Methodology
The main uses of JavaScript are web application developments
and dynamic manipulation of HTML documents. Therefore, many
web sites have embedded JavaScript code in their web pages. We
believe that a set of embedded JavaScript code in popular web sites
is a reasonable representative of JavaScript applications in practice.
Inspired by Richards et al. [23], we collected JavaScript code from
the 898 most popular web sites using their tool, TracingSafari. Our
methodology is as follows:

Data sets. To get the real-world JavaScript code, we used the
1,000 worldwide most popular web sites as of May 29, 2013,
provided by Alexa3. Among the 1,000 sites, we could not access
102 sites directly. The web pages of 40 sites did not respond
and those of 62 sites got redirected to other sites. Hence, we
investigated only the accessible 898 sites.

We collected the JavaScript code in two modes generating two
sets of data. In the first mode, we visited each site and collected
the JavaScript code that is executed for one minute when loading
the initial page of the site. This data set represents the JavaScript
code used for initial setups of web sites. In the second mode, we
collected the JavaScript code that is executed by user interactions.
Because web sites contain a fair amount of event-driven JavaScript
code in their web pages, the code executed by user interactions
provides better coverage of JavaScript code. Note that providing
events to each site in a consistent way is a difficult problem because
typical events in web sites are very different from sites to sites. To
be consistent in all sites, we provide only mouse events mainly
by clicking any contents of a web site, which are the most typical
events and the most common actions any users may perform in
any sites. For the data set, we visited each site and collected the
executed JavaScript code while automatically and randomly giving
mouse events for two minutes.

Throughout the paper, we refer the data set from the first mode
as LOADING and the one from the second mode as INTERACTION
for convenience.

Tools. To collect JavaScript code, we used a customized version
of WebKit4, TracingSafari, which Richards et al. [23] developed
and made available to the public. When we visit a web site via
TracingSafari’s browser, embedded JavaScript code in the web
page of the site is loaded into the JavaScript engine of the browser,
and TracingSafari stores the loaded JavaScript code in a file.

We also used TracingSafari to identify the dynamically gener-
ated code. Richards et al. [23, Section 6] report eight mechanisms
to enable dynamic code generation in JavaScript, and TracingSa-
fari stores the dynamically generated code by the eight mechanisms
into a separate file. Even though the eight mechanisms do not cover
the complete set of all the dynamic code generation mechanisms in
JavaScript, we believe that they cover most of them and we take
advantage of their results to identify dynamically generated with
statements.

3 www.alexa.com
4 WebKit is an open-source web browser engine used in Safari. See www.
webkit.org

Type of with Web sites with
counts

Unique
withs

Static 118 543 497
Executed 78 2,226 487
Dynamic 48 1,731 375

Table 1: Usage of the with statement in the LOADING data set

Type of with Web sites with
counts

Unique
withs

Static 157 1,715 668
Executed 109 6,891 966
Dynamic 66 5,341 595

Table 2: Usage of the with statement in the INTERACTION data set

For further analysis of the stored source code data, we have de-
veloped a static analyzer using the lexer and the parser of Rhino5.
Our static analyzer extracts the with statements from the entire
source data with their source locations while counting the parsed
with statements. Using the results, we investigate the usage pat-
terns of with and count the static occurrences of it.

3.2 Usage of the with Statement
Now we present the amount of the with statement used in real
world. We identify three kinds of the with statement in each data
set: statically loaded ones, actually executed ones by the inter-
preter, and dynamically generated and executed ones. For brevity,
we call three counting methods for each kind of the with state-
ment, static, executed, and dynamic, and the with statements
counted by each method static, executed, and dynamic with state-
ments, respectively. Since JavaScript allows dynamic code gener-
ation and execution by eval or eval-like functions, the static
counting by the parser cannot catch such with statements. To
obtain the exact number of the executed with statement in the
executed method, we modified the JavaScript interpreter of Trac-
ingSafari so that we can count all the with statements actually eval-
uated by the interpreter. In addition to the static and executed
methods, we also count the number of the dynamically generated
and executed with statements by the dynamic method for further
analysis of their usage patterns. We count such dynamic with state-
ments among all the executed ones by filtering out all the static ones
identified by the static method and counting the remaining ones.

Tables 1 and 2 show the usage of the with statement in two
data sets. In LOADING, 118 sites among the 898 sites have 543
static with; 2,226 with are executed at initial page loading time in
78 sites; the dynamic ones are 1,731 in 48 sites. In INTERACTION,
the numbers of both the web sites and with statements noticeably
increase: 157 sites have 1,715 static with and 6,891 with are
executed in 109 sites. Among the executed ones, the dynamic ones
are 5,341 from 66 sites. The rightmost column of each table shows
the number of unique with statements. We count the unique with
statements for each site by removing all the duplicated ones in the
site and counting the remaining ones; we consider a with statement
as a duplicate of another if those two statements are exactly the
same by string comparison and consider the same with statements
in different sites as unique ones in each site if they do not have any
duplicates in the same site.

We found many more duplicates of the static with statements
in INTERACTION than in LOADING, because while we load only
one page in each site at loading time, providing interactions by

5 Rhino is a Java implementation of JavaScript. See www.mozilla.org/
rhino
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Pattern with object Description

DOMaccess
DOM

elements
Access or change the values
of DOM element attributes

This this
Use the same naming

convention between private
and public properties

Global window
Access the global scope with

the eval function

Template
Template

data Process HTML templates

Generator Any objects Contain dynamic code
generating functions

Others
Various
objects

Not categorized into the
above five patterns but mostly

used to avoid repeatedly
accessing the with object

Table 3: Usage patterns of the with statement

function simpleCons(x) {
var privateVar=1;
this.publicVar=x;
this.copyvalue=function(){

privateVar=this.publicVar;
};

}
var newObj = new simpleCons(3);

Figure 3: Example program of the This pattern

clicking events may load more than one pages and even the same
page several times. The executed ones are more likely to have
duplicates than the static ones due to the counts of with in a loop or
repeated calls of the same function. However, even if we consider
multiple page loadings in INTERACTION, the significant increase in
the number of executed with shows that user events cause many
executions of with statements.

Note that in both data sets, executed ones are from only a small
portion of static ones: by subtracting the number of the unique
dynamic with statements from the number of the unique executed
ones, we can see that in LOADING, 112 with among 497 unique
static with are executed; likewise, in INTERACTION, 371 with
among 668 unique static with are executed. This means that most
of the static ones remain unexecuted, which might be due to the
limited user events we provide; the coverage will be improved with
more various interactions.

Our data clearly show that the with statement is being used to a
considerable extent. Only with simple interactions, we observed
that 17% of all the sites under consideration included the with
statement and 12% actually executed them. We expect that more
diverse interactions over a longer time will increase the figure.

3.3 Usage Patterns
We categorize the used with statements into six patterns according
to the kinds of the with objects and how the objects are used in the
bodies of the with statements. Table 3 briefly describes each usage
pattern.

The DOMaccess pattern is when the with object is a DOM
element and the body of the with statement accesses or changes
the values of the various attributes of the DOM element or changes
the structure of the current DOM. The following with statement
from paypal.com shows an example in this pattern:

with (document.forms[k]) {
appendChild(PAYPAL.browserscript. ... );
...

}

where document.forms[k] evaluates to the k-th form element
in the current document and the body of with appends a child
to the DOM element with the object given as an argument of the
appendChild function.

The This pattern is when the with object is this; we can ac-
cess any properties of the same enclosing object without repeat-
edly prefixing “this.” within the body of the with statement.
In addition to avoiding repeated occurrences of long object ac-
cesses, this pattern has other uses as Resig and Bibeault clearly
explained in their book [22]. Consider the example in Figure 3. In
JavaScript, any function can serve as an object constructor with the
new keyword. The above example creates a new object, newObj,
with the constructor, simpleCons. When the object is created, the
variable privateVar declared in the constructor becomes a pri-
vate property of the object, and the variable publicVar and the
function copyvalue prefixed with “this.” become public prop-
erties. One issue is that references to a private property and a
public property within the constructor are different: as the body
of this.copyvalue shows, a private property is referenced with-
out the “this.” prefix but a public property is referenced with
the “this.”prefix. However, using with, both private and public
properties can be referenced in the same way as follows:

this.copyvalue=function(){
with(this){

privateVar=publicVar;
}}

The Global pattern is when the with object is the window object
and the with statement calls the eval function. The window
object is the global scope object in JavaScript, and it has all the
global variables and functions as its properties. Hence, when the
with statement introduces the window object as a new scope, the
execution of the code given in eval in the body of the with
statement has the same effects as the execution of it in the global
environment.

The Template pattern is when the with statements are used for
processing HTML templates. Since templates in web documents
can be replaced with any given data, they provide a way to dynam-
ically change the contents of web pages at client side without any
requests to the server for the updated pages. An example of this
pattern from cbssports.com is as follows:

with(obj)
p.push(‘<span>’, current_page,

‘ of ’, total_pages,
‘</span>’);

This code generates a new <span> tag with new contents. The
with object, obj, provides the values of current page and
total pages. Hence, if obj is the following object:

{current_page : "Baseball", text : "Sports"}

then the following new tag is created:

<span>Baseball of Sports</span>

The Generator pattern is when the body of the with state-
ment has any dynamic code generating function such as eval,
Function, setTimeout, and setInterval. According to our
taxonomy, we should have put all the with statements in the Global
pattern into the Generator pattern, since the ones in the Global pat-
ten have the eval function. However, to simplify the discussion of
the with rewritability in Section 4.3, we separate the Global pattern
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Figure 4: Number of with statements in each usage pattern in the
LOADING data set

Figure 5: Number of with statements in each usage pattern in the
INTERACTION data set

from the Generator pattern: even though we cannot rewrite with
statements including arbitrary dynamic code generating functions
to other statements in general, we can rewrite with in the Global
pattern as a special case as described in Section 4.3.

Finally, the Others pattern includes the with statements that
are not categorized into any of the above patterns but most of the
usages are obvious: avoiding repeated object accesses. Consider
the following example from apple.com:

with(this._getWindowScroll(this.options.scroll)) {
p = [ left, top, left + width, top + height ];

}

This code calls the getWindowscroll method in the enclosing
object in the place of the with object and the definition of the
method is as follows:

_getWindowScroll : function(w) {
...
return { top: T, left: L, width: W, height: H };

}

From the return statement, we can easily see that the method
returns an object with four properties, top, left, width, and
height.

Figures 4 and 5 show the numbers of with statements in each
usage pattern of two data sets: the x-axis indicates the pattern
names and the y-axis indicates the number of with in each pattern.
In both data sets, the DOMaccess and This patterns are the most
common patterns among static with statements. Among the exe-
cuted ones, the Template pattern is prominent in both data sets. In-
terestingly, most of the executed with statements in the Template
pattern in both data sets are dynamically generated and executed:
the dynamic with statements in the Template pattern account for
98% in LOADING and 97% in INTERACTION.

In the above example from cbssports.com, the with state-
ment can process templates only in the <span> tag; in order to pro-

cess templates in other tags, we need a different processing code
within the with statement. Due to this restriction, the JavaScript
template system usually generates tag-specific code dynamically
depending on the input tags that contain templates. The static with
statements in the Template pattern use fixed forms for specific tags.
Note that the most common pattern among the executed ones is the
Others pattern in INTERACTION and most of the with statements
in the pattern are also dynamically generated ones. It means that
mouse click events cause considerable code generation and execu-
tion. The least common pattern in both data sets is the Global
pattern; they appear only in static with statements in LOADING and
only one of those with was executed in INTERACTION.

3.4 The with Statements in Libraries
Because many web sites heavily use JavaScript libraries, analyzing
with statements in the libraries helps identify the origins of com-
monly used with statements from the libraries. We identified 10
major JavaScript libraries from w3techs.com and, except for the
ASP.NET Ajax library provided as a binary format, we examined
the libraries for static occurrences of with statements.

Table 4 shows the numbers of with statements in the JavaScript
libraries. Only the script.aculo.us library has three static with, of
which two have the Others pattern and one has the DOMaccess
pattern. Even though we count the with keywords in string formats
which have a possibility to be transformed to with statements
at run time, only one appears in script.aculo.us as an argument
to the eval function. This implies that the other eight libraries
do not use with as long as they do not construct with by string
manipulation at run time. Note that we do not check executed or
dynamically generated with statements in libraries since executing
all the functionality of each library is a difficult problem and we
believe that such work does not provide more useful information
about the origins of the commonly used with statements from the
libraries.

Using the information of the with statements in the libraries,
we could identify the origins of some with statements that are
commonly used in multiple sites. The apple.com, tumblr.com,
and cnn.com sites use three static with in the same pattern, and
we found that the with statements are all from the script.aculo.us
library. In addition, we observed that jQuery.browser was used
as with objects in multiple sites, which implies that the code
originates from the jQuery library. However, as shown in Table 4,
jQuery 2.0.2 does not have any with statements. It turned out that
the jQuery library used to have the with statement we found, but it
was replaced by other statements since jQuery 1.3.x. Similarly, the
Dojo library also used to have with statements, but the community
removed them since Dojo 1.7.x.

4. Rewriting the with Statement
In this section, we formally present the rules to rewrite with state-
ments to other statements, and discuss the rewritability of with
statements in the real-world programs and the application of the
with rewriting strategy.

4.1 Rewriting Strategy
Our rewriting aims to remove with statements in JavaScript pro-
grams statically. While removing with statements, the rewriting
should preserve the semantics of the original program. For this,
the most important thing is to rewrite name occurrences in with
statements correctly: if a name is a property of a with object, then
rewrite the name to the property access of the with object, other-
wise, leave it as it is. Because it is hard to know statically whether
the name is a property of the with object, we rewrite a name occur-
rence to a conditional expression which checks if the with object
has a property with the same name.
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Library Homepage with
counts

jQuery 2.0.2 jquery.com 0
MooTools 1.4.5 mootools.net 0
Prototype 1.7.1 prototypejs.org 0

YUI Library 3.10.3
developer.yahoo.com/

yui
0

script.aculo.us 1.9.0 script.aculo.us 3

Spry 1.6.1
labs.adobe.com/
technologies/spry

0

Dojo 1.9.0 dojotoolkit.org 0
Underscore 1.4.4 dojotoolkit.org 0

Ext JS 4.2.1
sencha.com/products/

extjs
0

Table 4: Numbers of with statements in commonly used JavaScript
libraries

p ∶∶= t∗

t ∶∶= s ∣ function id ((id,)∗) {t∗}
s ∶∶= {s∗} ∣ with (e) s ∣ var id (= e)?(,id (= e)?)∗; ∣

...
e ∶∶= lhs ∣ lhs ⊙ e ∣ ...
lhs ∶∶= id ∣ function id? ((id,)∗) {t∗} ∣ lhs((e,)∗) ∣

...
⊙ ∶∶= = ∣ *= ∣ /= ∣ %= ∣ += ∣ -= ∣ <<= ∣ >>= ∣ ...

Figure 6: JavaScript abstract syntax for with rewriting

We formally describe the rewriting strategy by defining an ab-
stract syntax capturing the full syntax of JavaScript and presenting
rewriting functions over it. Due to space limitations, we show only
the essential cases in this paper and refer interested readers to our
companion report [20].

Abstract syntax. Figure 6 shows a partial definition of the abstract
syntax. A JavaScript program p is a sequence of source elements
and a source element t is either a statement s or a function declara-
tion. A statement may have a sub expression e and an expression
may have an assignment operator ⊙ whose first operand is a left-
hand side expression lhs such as an identifier id.

Rewriting rules. Figure 7 presents our rewriting rules for the ab-
stract syntax in Figure 6. The rewriting function rewritep takes a
JavaScript program, rewrites any with statements inside it, and re-
turns the rewritten program. The subscript of the function indicates
which nonterminal in the grammar the function takes as an input.
The initial rewritep function calls rewritet for each of its source
elements with an additional argument ●, which denotes an empty
sequence. For most cases, the rewrite function recursively calls
itself for each of its constituents until it encounters the with state-
ment. When the function rewrites the body of a with statement, its
second argument ⟨φ,ϕ, β⟩ carries necessary information:

• φ : a sequence of with object names
• ϕ : a sequence of locally bound name sets
• β : a flag to indicate that a part of the current target statement

is already rewritten by previous rewrite calls in a nested with
statement

We write φ α to denote a sequence of φ and α. Note that we do
not rewrite any code outside the with statement by checking if the
second argument Γ of the rewrite function is an empty sequence.

Now, we explain the main cases of our rewriting strategy.

Rewriting the with statement. As shown in the 5th rule in Fig-
ure 7, we first declare a fresh variable α to capture the value
of a rewritten with object, which is converted to an object by
the toObject function call if it is a primitive value; since the
toObject function is not in the standard library, the rewritten code
always has the function definition at the very front. Then, a re-
cursive call to the rewrite function rewrites the body of the with
statement using the new name α.

Rewriting the identifier. The 6th rule in Figure 7 describes how
we rewrite an identifier to a ternary conditional expression. For
example, we rewrite an identifier occurring inside the body of a
with statement:

with(obj) {
... var1 ...

}

as follows with a fresh name $f:

{ var $f = toObject(obj);
... ("var1" in $f ? $f.var1 : var1) ...

}

The in operator in JavaScript returns whether the $f object has a
property named var1. When a with statement is nested as follows:

with(obj1)
with(obj2)

... var1 ...

we rewrite it by recursively calling rewrite to var1 in the false
branch of a ternary conditional expression with the new with
object name as follows:

{ var $f1 = toObject(obj1);
var $f2 = toObject(("obj2" in $f1 ?

$f1.obj2 : obj2));
...
("var1" in $f2 ? $f2.var1

: ("var1" in $f1 ? $f1.var1 : var1))
...

}

Note that naı̈vely rewriting all the name occurrences in a pro-
gram with conditional expressions might lead to a rewritten pro-
gram whose semantics is different from the original one. The fol-
lowing cases show such delicacies.

Rewriting the assignment expression. If we apply the above
rewriting rule to an assignment expression “x = y” in a with
statement, we have the following code:

("x" in $f ? $f.x : x) = ("y" in $f ? $f.y : y);

where $f is a fresh with object name. This rewritten code causes
a run-time ReferenceError exception because the left-hand side
of the assignment expression is not a reference. To preserve the
original semantics that does not throw any run-time exception, we
rewrite the assignment expression as follows:

("x" in $f ? $f.x = ("y" in $f ? $f.y : y)
: x = ("y" in $f ? $f.y : y));

By placing the assignment in each branch of the conditional ex-
pression, we can prevent the exception and preserve the original
semantics. The 7th rewriting rule in Figure 7 describes this case. In
case that the with statement is nested, we recursively call rewrite
on “x = ("y" in $f ? $f.y : y)” in the false branch of the
conditional at the first rewriting step. With the recursive call, we set
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rewritepJt1 . . . tnK = rewritetJt1 ∣ ●K . . . rewritetJtn ∣ ●K
rewritetJs ∣ ΓK = rewritesJs ∣ ΓK
rewritetJfunction f (id1, . . . idn) {t1 . . . tm} ∣ ΓK = ...

rewritesJ{s1 . . . sn} ∣ ΓK = {rewritesJs1 ∣ ΓK . . . rewritesJsn ∣ ΓK}
rewritesJwith (e) s ∣ ΓK = If Γ ≡ ● Then {var α = toObject(rewriteeJe ∣ ΓK); rewritesJs ∣ ⟨α,{},False⟩K}

Else Let Γ = ⟨φ,ϕ, β⟩ where α /∈ φ
{var α = toObject(rewriteeJe ∣ ΓK); rewritesJs ∣ ⟨φ α,ϕ {}, β⟩K}

rewritelJid ∣ ΓK = If Γ ≡ ● Then id
Else Let Γ = ⟨φ α,ϕ ψ,β⟩

If id ∈ ψ Then id
Else If φ ≡ ● Then ("id" in α ? α.id : id)

Else ("id" in α ? α.id : rewritelJid ∣ ⟨φ,ϕ, β⟩K)
rewriteeJlhs⊙ e ∣ ΓK

= If Γ ≡ ● Then rewritelJlhs ∣ ΓK⊙ rewriteeJe ∣ ΓK
Else Let Γ = ⟨φ α,ϕ ψ,β⟩

If lhs ≡ id or lhs ≡ (id)
Then If id ∈ ψ Then lhs⊙ rewriteeJe ∣ ΓK

Else If φ ≡ ●
Then If β ≡ True

Then ("id" in α ? α.lhs⊙ e : lhs⊙ e)
Else ("id" in α ? α.lhs⊙ rewriteeJe ∣ ΓK : lhs⊙ rewriteeJe ∣ ΓK)

Else If β ≡ True
Then ("id" in α ? α.lhs⊙ e : rewriteeJlhs⊙ e ∣ ⟨φ,ϕ, β⟩K)
Else ("id" in α ? α.lhs⊙ rewriteeJe ∣ ΓK

: rewriteeJlhs⊙ rewriteeJe ∣ ΓK ∣ ⟨φ,ϕ,True⟩K)
Else rewritelJlhs ∣ ΓK⊙ rewriteeJe ∣ ΓK

rewritesJvar id1 (= e1)?, . . . idn (= en)?; ∣ ΓK
= If Γ ≡ ● Then var id1 (= rewriteeJe1 ∣ ΓK)?, . . . idn (= rewriteeJen ∣ ΓK)?;

Else {var id1(; rewriteeJid1 = e1 ∣ ΓK)?; . . .
var idn(; rewriteeJidn = en ∣ ΓK)?;}

rewritelJfunction f? (id1, . . . idn) {t1 . . . tm} ∣ ΓK
= If Γ ≡ ● Then function f? (id1, . . . idn) {rewritetJt1 ∣ ΓK . . . rewritetJtm ∣ ΓK}
Else Let Γ = ⟨φ,ϕ ψ,β⟩

function f? (id1, . . . idn) {

rewritetJt1 ∣ ⟨φ, ϕ ({f?, id1, . . . , idn} ∪ LocalDecls(t1 . . . tm) ∪ ψ), β⟩K
. . .
rewritetJtm ∣ ⟨φ, ϕ ({f?, id1, . . . , idn} ∪ LocalDecls(t1 . . . tm) ∪ ψ), β⟩K

}

rewritelJlhs(e1, . . . en) ∣ ΓK
= If Γ ≡ ● Then rewritelJlhs ∣ ΓK(rewriteeJe1 ∣ ΓK, . . . rewriteeJen ∣ ΓK)
Else Let Γ = ⟨φ α,ϕ ψ,β⟩

If lhs ≡ id Then
If lhs ∈ ψ Then lhs(rewriteeJe1 ∣ ΓK, . . . rewriteeJen ∣ ΓK)
Else

If φ ≡ ● Then
If β ≡ True Then ("lhs" in α ? α.lhs(e1, . . . en): lhs(e1, . . . en))
Else ("lhs" in α ? α.lhs(rewriteeJe1 ∣ ΓK, . . . rewriteeJen ∣ ΓK)

: lhs(rewriteeJe1 ∣ ΓK, . . . rewriteeJen ∣ ΓK))
Else

If β ≡ True Then ("lhs" in α ? α.lhs(e1, . . . en) : rewritelJlhs(e1, . . . en) ∣ ⟨φ,ϕ, β⟩K)
Else ("lhs" in α ? α.lhs(rewriteeJe1 ∣ ΓK, . . . rewriteeJen ∣ ΓK)

: rewritelJlhs(rewriteeJe1 ∣ ΓK, . . . rewriteeJen ∣ ΓK) ∣ ⟨φ,ϕ,True⟩K)
Else rewritelJlhs ∣ ΓK(rewriteeJe1 ∣ ΓK, . . . rewriteeJen ∣ ΓK)

Figure 7: Rewriting rules to eliminate the with statement
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β as true to indicate that the right-hand side expression of the as-
signment is already rewritten, and the following recursive calls do
not rewrite the right-hand side expression if β is true.

If any prototype object of a with object has a property x, an as-
signment expression, x=e, may add a new property to the with
object without directly accessing it; the rewriting rule also pre-
serves this semantics. Note that in addition to assignment expres-
sions, unary expressions and for-in statements may have an iden-
tifier expecting a reference. Since naı̈vely replacing a name with a
conditional expression in such places might also produce incorrect
rewritten code, we rewrite them in the same manner.

Rewriting the variable declaration. The 8th rewriting rule in
Figure 7 is the variable declaration case. Consider the following
with statement with two variable declarations:

with(obj)
var x=3, y;

In JavaScript, since all variable declarations are lifted up to the front
of the current lexical scope, the above code is semantically the same
as the following:

var x, y;
with(obj)

x=3;

Hence, variable declarations do not affect variable accesses in the
with body: if obj has a property named x, x in the body accesses
the property of obj, not the declared variable. Our rewriting rule
splits multiple declarations into individual ones and an individual
declaration with an initialization expression into a declaration and
an assignment expression, and then rewrites only the assignment
expression. The final rewritten result is as follows:

var $f = toObject(obj);
{ var x;

("x" in $f ? $f.x=3 : x=3);
var y;

}

Rewriting the function expression. While variable declarations
in a with body do not shadow properties of a with object, those in
a function expression shadow them in the function body. Consider
the following example:

with(obj)
fun1=function() {

var lvar1;
lvar1=lvar2;

};

The fun1 variable is initialized to a function expression, which
introduces its own lexical scope. Even when the with object has
a property named lvar1, the local variable lvar1 in the function
body shadows the property, and the variable access of lvar1 in
“lvar1=lvar2” becomes a local variable access. Other variable
accesses not declared as local variables in a function expression are
rewritten as before to corresponding conditional expressions. The
following shows a rewritten function expression:

function() {
var lvar1;
lvar1 = ("lvar2" in $f ? $f.lvar1=2 : lvar2=2);

};

where $f is a fresh with object name. Rewriting function expres-
sions requires lexical scope information to check whether variables
in the function expressions refer to the shadowing local variables.
The 9th rule in Figure 7 is a function expression case. Using
LocalDecls which collects declared names in the current lexical

scope, we rewrite the body of a function expression with the lexi-
cal scope information, a sequence of the declared names including
the function name and parameter names.

Rewriting the call expression. The behavior of this in JavaScript
makes the rewriting for the call expression complicated. Consider
the following example with a function call in the body of a with
statement:

var x=5;
var obj = {x:3, f:function() {return this.x;}};
with (obj)

f();

The call of the function f evaluates to 3, the value of the x property
in the with object, obj. While ‘this’ at a usual function call is
bound to the global scope object in JavaScript, ‘this’ at a function
call in the body of a with statement is bound to the with object if
the with object has a method with the same name of the function.
Therefore, ‘this’ in the above example is bound to obj. However,
if we rewrite the with statement only with the naı̈ve identifier
rewriting, we get the following code which does not preserve the
semantics of the with statement:

var $f=toObject(obj);
("f" in $f ? $f.f : f)();

The rewritten call expression evaluates to 5, the value of the global
variable x: because the ternary conditional evaluates to the function
value of $f.f and thus, ‘this’ is bound to the global scope object;
this.x accesses the global variable x.

To preserve the original semantics, we rewrite the call expres-
sion as follows:

("f" in $f ? $f.f() : f());

Similarly to the assignment case, by placing the call expression in
each branch of the ternary conditional, we can preserve the original
semantics. The last rule in Figure 7 describes how to rewrite call
expressions. As in the assignment case, we use the β flag to prevent
the process from rewriting the argument expressions multiple times
for nested with statements.

4.2 Implementation and Demonstration
We implemented the rewriting rules for the full JavaScript syntax
in Java and our implementation as a stand-alone tool is available at:

http://plrg.kaist.ac.kr/research/software

The rewriting tool takes a syntactically valid JavaScript program
and translates it into an AST (Abstract Syntax Tree) using the
Rhino parser. Then, it restructures the AST according to the rewrit-
ing rules and unparses the restructured AST to JavaScript syn-
tax. Finally, it produces a rewritten JavaScript program as a re-
sult. While our rewriting rules and implementation may create du-
plicate code especially in both branches of rewritten ternary con-
ditional expressions, simple optimization techniques such as com-
mon subexpression elimination can remove code duplication.

Proving some properties such as correctness of JavaScript pro-
grams or a tool for JavaScript programs is troublesome because
JavaScript has no formalized semantics. While some researchers
[9, 16] have formalized the JavaScript language semantics, their
formalizations either do not reflect the full generality of JavaScript
or still need to prove the correctness of themselves. For this reason,
we demonstrate the correctness of our rewriting process with exten-
sive testing. We used all the “testable test files” for our rewriting
process from the Mozilla JavaScript test suite and added our own
tests. By a testable test file, we mean that the file includes the
with statement which does not have any dynamic code generating
functions so we can apply our rewriting strategy to it. Rewriting a
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with statement that has dynamic code generating functions in its
body is impossible in general. We discuss this issue in the next
subsection. For each test file, we generate a rewritten version of
the source code, run those two versions on a JavaScript engine of
WebKit, JavaScriptCore, and compare their results; if the results
are exactly the same, the test succeeds, and otherwise, it fails. The
extensive testing illustrates that our rewriting strategy preserves the
semantics of the original input programs.

4.3 Rewritability of the with Statements in Real-World Code
Using the tests and experiments, we investigated whether our
rewriting strategy is applicable to the with statements in each us-
age pattern described in Section 3.

We found that the rewriting strategy can rewrite all static with
statements except for the Generator pattern. Rewriting with state-
ments in the Generator pattern is not possible in general, because if
a with statement includes any dynamic code generating functions
such as eval, statically rewriting it is generally impossible. For
example, to rewrite the following code:

with(obj)
eval(str);

we should know what variable accesses occur in the str string,
which is hard to figure out especially when str is constructed from
complex string manipulations, thus not known statically.

Among the rewritable static with statements, only the Global
pattern requires a special care. The following code from ebay.com
shows the issue with the Global pattern:

with(window)
try {

eval(_1f);
return true;

} catch(e) {}

While our rewriting strategy rewrites the above code to the follow-
ing code:

var $f=toObject(window);
try {

("eval" in $f? $f.eval(...) : eval(...));
return true;

} catch(e) {}

the rewritten code does not preserve the original semantics. Be-
cause the eval function is the property of the window object,
the eval call in the rewritten version becomes the same as the
window.eval call. However, while the eval call in the original
one is executed under the global environment, the call in the rewrit-
ten one is executed under a local environment.

Fortunately, we can rewrite the with statements in the Global
pattern. According to the ECMA-262 Standard [5], we can execute
the eval function in the global scope when we call it by aliasing.
Hence, we can rewrite the original example as follows without
using the with statement while preserving its semantics:

try {
var aliaseval=eval;
aliaseval(_1f);
return true;

} catch(e) {}

where the aliaseval function calls the eval function indirectly.
The same result applies to the dynamically generated with

statements if we consider only the code that is already gener-
ated: only the with statements in the Generator pattern are not
rewritable. Consider the following example from wikihow.com:

with(Vars)

Pattern Rewritability Rewriting
DOMaccess Yes Use the rewriting strategy de-

scribed in Section 4.1
This Yes Use the rewriting strategy de-

scribed in Section 4.1
Global Yes Remove the with statement

and replace the eval function
call to the alias function call
of eval

Template Yes Use the rewriting strategy de-
scribed in Section 4.1

Generator No Generally not possible due
to the dynamic code generat-
ing function within the with
statement in this pattern

Others Yes Use the rewriting strategy de-
scribed in Section 4.1

Table 5: Rewritability of the with statement in each usage pattern

return visibleUrl;

This code is already dynamically generated and obviously a sim-
ple one to rewrite: the body of the with statement has only a re-
turn statement with a variable access. While rewriting only the
code that are already generated is too restrictive, statically rewrit-
ing arbitrary with statements that can be dynamically generated
is impossible. Since dynamically generated with statements are
in string arguments of dynamic code generating functions at static
time, rewriting such static occurrences is the same as rewriting dy-
namic code generating functions, which is impossible in general.
Therefore, the dynamically generated with statements are not stat-
ically rewritable.

Table 5 summarizes the rewritability of with in each usage
pattern. While the rewriting strategy is not directly applicable
to with in the Global pattern, we can rewrite static with in all
patterns except for the Generator pattern, which contain dynamic
code generating functions. This result indicates that most static
occurrences of with can be removed in the real-world code: we
found that 94% static with in LOADING and 93% of static with in
INTERACTION are rewritable.

4.4 Application of the with Rewriting
The with rewriting process is built into a JavaScript analysis
framework, SAFE [15]. SAFE is an open-source JavaScript anal-
ysis framework with the formal specifications of all main mod-
ules in it. Several research projects such as clone detection, sym-
bolic execution, type-based data flow analysis, and bug detection of
JavaScript programs are in progress using SAFE. The framework
processes an input JavaScript program through several modules
from a string source to an AST, to an IR (Intermediate Representa-
tion), and to a CFG (Control Flow Graph) in order. Each data struc-
ture has its own functionalities particularly appropriate for specific
analysis. For example, clone detection performs on ASTs, sym-
bolic execution performs on IRs, and data flow analysis performs
on CFGs. To analyze JavaScript programs efficiently and correctly,
the framework transforms each data structure to get rid of quirky
features of JavaScript. As such a step to polish ASTs, SAFE in-
corporates the with rewriting process as a built-in module. All the
research projects using SAFE take advantage of the with rewrit-
ing; they can leave dynamic scope introduction by with statements
out of their consideration focusing on the crux of their problems.

A highly possible application is to broaden the applicability of
any JavaScript sub-languages without the with statement to pro-
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grams that include with statements. In Section 2, we discussed
that ECMAScript 5 forbids the with statement in a strict mode.
A strict mode defines a semantically and syntactically restricted
subset of JavaScript, amenable to static analysis. Since browsers
started to support the strict mode6 and researchers started to study
it [25], transforming a JavaScript program to the one in the strict
mode could be an important issue, where the with rewriting strat-
egy may be useful. Furthermore, it also broadens the applicability
of any existing techniques that do not consider the with statement
to JavaScript programs with the with statement.

5. Related Work
Our previous work [19] presented preliminary results of the empir-
ical study presented in this paper, but it targeted only the top 100
websites and described our rewriting strategy in an informal way.
Extending the work, we increased the number of target websites
to 1,000 to provide more reliable empirical data and formalized
rewriting rules to clarify the rewriting strategy dealing with a va-
riety of tricky semantics in JavaScript. We also provide the tested
implementation of the rewriting rules.

Richards et al. [23] surveyed the real-world uses of the eval
function in JavaScript applications of the 10,000 most popular
web sites. They showed that, unlike what many researchers have
presumed, the eval function is widely used and many of its uses
are not for simple purposes such as JSON7 deserialization. They
also showed that some uses of the eval function are essential for
dynamic data or code loading, but most of them could be rewritten
without eval. Inspired by their work, a little curiosity about the
actual uses of the with statement has been the driving force of our
research. Their tool, TracingSafari, has been a useful infrastructure
for our work.

Resig and Bibeault [22] provide a good description of the with
statement in their book by explaining its issues in detail in one
chapter of the book. They present the usage of the with statement
occurring in some libraries and their explanation of the JavaScript
naming convention and template processing helped us to categorize
the usage patterns of the with statement. However, because many
sites use their own JavaScript code in addition to the libraries, the
usage patterns in libraries do not represent the real usage of the
with statement. In contrast, we show the usage patterns of with
statements in the top 898 real-world web sites as well as those in
nine major libraries, and further, we discuss the issues related to
static analysis and the rewriting strategy.

Now that many web pages in popular web sites contain un-
trusted third-party JavaScript applications, isolating untrusted code
from sensitive data in a host web page has been an important is-
sue. Major companies such as Facebook, Google, and Yahoo! have
developed their own JavaScript subset languages, FBJS, Caja [6],
and ADsafe [3], respectively, and present a solution to the isolation
problem by forcing application developers use their own subset lan-
guages. The subset languages disallow several potentially danger-
ous features, which include the with statement and dynamic code
generating functions such as the eval function. If an application
uses such features, a static checker rejects the application. In Sec-
tion 4, we show our empirical study result that we can rewrite any
static occurrences of the with statement in real-world applications
if the with statement does not have any dynamic code generating
functions.

Guha et al. [9] define λJS , a core calculus of the JavaScript
programming language, and they describe a desugaring process
to desugar a JavaScript program without the eval function into

6 http://kangax.github.io/es5-compat-table/
7 JSON is a shorthand for JavaScript Object Notation, a string format for
data exchange. For more information, see www.json.org.

a corresponding λJS program. The authors tested their implemen-
tation of the desugaring process with the Mozilla JavaScript test
suite. While the desugaring process handles the with statement,
their desugaring is not directly applicable to any existing JavaScript
frameworks which implement the JavaScript semantics, because
their core calculus, λJS , has a very different semantic model from
JavaScript. In contrast, any JavaScript analysis tools which disal-
low the with statement can use our rewriting strategy directly as a
front-end with elimination tool.

Making the with desugaring technically correct while preserv-
ing the original semantics is challenging. Indeed, we found some
errors in the with desugaring of the λJS implementation when the
with statement is combined with other statements such as variable
declarations and function expressions. In Section 4.1, we provide
detailed explanation on how to desugar the with statement in any
contexts to preserve the original semantics of JavaScript. In ad-
dition, the authors present a use case of λJS by defining a very
simple type system for λJS , which prohibits accesses to a specific
method, and proving the correctness of the type system. In order
to apply the analysis results on a λJS program back to the origi-
nal JavaScript program, they reestablish a safe subset of JavaScript
from the typed λJS system by using the compositionality of the
desugaring rules. However, the reestablished subset language ex-
cludes the with statement, because desugaring with is not compo-
sitional. The authors add that:

“If with were considered important, we could extend our
machinery to determine what circumstances, or with what
wrapping, it too could be considered safe.”

In Section 3, we show that 17% of the top 898 sites have static
occurrences of the with statement via simple user interactions. We
believe that the result shows the significance of the with statement.

WALA [27] is a collection of Java libraries to support static
analyses of programs such as pointer analysis and call graph con-
struction. In addition to Java, it supports multiple source lan-
guages including JavaScript. To handle the multi-language support
smoothly, it uses the WALA common AST system: WALA trans-
forms all source programs, no matter in which source language they
are written, to the common AST. From the common AST, it con-
structs the WALA IR, a control-flow graph of basic blocks with in-
structions, and actual analyses are performed on the WALA IR. In
case of JavaScript, it parses a JavaScript program using the Rhino
parser, and translates the parsed JavaScript AST in Rhino to the
WALA common AST. However, WALA does not take the scope
introduction by the with statement into account during the trans-
lation, which makes subsequent analyses unsound. For example,
when constructing a call graph of a JavaScript program being an-
alyzed, WALA does not correctly catch the function calls in the
new scope introduced by the with statement. We believe that our
rewriting strategy would improve the soundness and precision of
the analyses because it removes the possibility of dynamic scope
introduction.

6. Conclusion
The with statement in JavaScript makes static analysis of JavaScript
applications difficult by introducing a new scope at run time and
thus invalidating lexical scoping. While many static approaches to
JavaScript program analysis and the strict mode of ECMAScript 5
simply disallow the with statement, we should better understand
the actual usage patterns of the with statement to decide whether
to exclude the with statement or not.

In this paper, we report the real-world usage of the with state-
ment by investigating JavaScript code collected from the 898 most
popular web sites: 118 sites had the total 543 static occurrences
of the with statement in their main web pages and with simple
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click events, the number of web sites having the with statement
increased to 157 with the total 1,715 static occurrences. This result
implies that simply disallowing the with statement may prohibit
many use cases commonly used in existing web sites. In addition,
we categorize the use cases of the with statement into six usage
patterns. We found that the with statement was mainly used for
simple property accesses of long named objects including DOM
element objects and to keep the same naming convention inside
objects between the private and public properties; the dynamically
generated with statements were mainly used for the HTML tem-
plate processing.

Moreover, we formally present the rewriting strategy to desugar
away the with statements in real-world applications, and we inves-
tigate the rewritability of the with statement in each usage pattern.
In consequence, we found that if the with statement is not dynam-
ically generated and it does not include any dynamic code generat-
ing functions, we can rewrite all the with statements in real-world
code to other statements without using the with statement. Our re-
sult shows that 94% of the static with statements in LOADING and
93% in INTERACTION are rewritable to other statements. The re-
sult is promising because all the static approaches that disallow the
with statement also disallow dynamic code generation. We pro-
vide formalization and implementation of the rewriting process so
that anyone can utilize them for better analysis of JavaScript appli-
cations. We believe that the with rewriting strategy will simplify
the development of JavaScript program analyses without consid-
ering dynamic scope introduction while imposing fewer syntactic
restriction.
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